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A hc*,ri'rt

This report documents a study undertaken to estimate the thermal environment of th9er'Az
Howard Street Tunnel in Baltimore, Maryland, following the derailment in July 2001 of a
freight train and the burning of spilled tripropylene and the contents of surrounding rail cars. A
numerical fire model developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology'(NIST)
has been used to simulate the fire's growth and spread in the tunnel. The fire. xodel has ben.
validated for this application using temperature data collected during a series of fire exiK [i-E
ments conducted at a decommissioned highway tunnel in West Virginia.,Th'.cross-sectioni-al 2R3 t
area of the tunnel and the fire sizes used in the West Virginia experin {siare'ssimilar to the NC

Howard Street Tunnel.
For the Howard Street Tunnel fire, the peak calculated temperatures within the tunnel were

approximately 1,000 CC (1,800 OF) within the flaming regions, and approximately 500 'C
(900 'F) over a length of the tunnel equal to three to fourlall ar lengths. Becau's6 of the insu-
lation provided by the thick brick walls of the tunnel,,4Uefalcuiied temperatures within a few
car lengths of the fire were relatively uniform, consistent with"iwould expect to find in
an oven or furnace. The peak wall surface temperature reached about 800 'C (1,500 'F) where
the flames were directly impinging, and 400 CC (750 0F) over the e-i:of three to four rail
cars. The steel temperature of the rail cars would be expected to be similaikir--'the surrounding
gas temperature because of the long e,'pi re time and the high thermal c ivty bf steel.codt iviy-1-tel
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1 Backoroind

On July 18, 2001, at approximately 3:00 pm, a 60 car CSX freight train powered by 3 loc6iriotives
travelling north through the Howard Street Tunnel in Baltimore, Maryland, derailed'11- cars. The
tunnel is 2,650 m (8,700 ft. 1.65 mi) long with a 0.8 % upgrade in the section ofthetiinnel where
the fire occurred. There is a single track within the tunnel. Its lower entranceig Aed Orioles Park
at Camden Yards; its upper entrance at Mount Royal Station. For almost its entire length'th'e"'nnel
runs beneath Howard Street. A fire erupted under the intersection of How :id and Lombar Streets
where a ruptured tank car (52nd out of 60 cars) spilled tripropylene ontotheflor of the tunneljhe
liquid fuel sustained a fire that lasted several hours. It is believed thaflithermaterials burned slowly-`
for several days within closed box cars. The other cars on thetiin were transporting a variety of ¶TlO

bulk materials including pulp board, brick, steel, soy oil, paper, and a variety 6f corrosive acids. Go
At the request of the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission,(NRC), the Building and Fire Re- Y

search Laboratory of the National Institute of Standards'and. Thology (NST) has undertaken a
study of the incident to assess the thermal environment within ih'ttinelnduring the fire. The Na-
tional Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) has conducted an inviga tion of the tunnel fire and
provided NIST with information about the tunnel, the damage to the i'ais and various other de-
tails [1]. Using information collected at the scene by the NTSB, a series numerical simulations
has been performed to predict the temperaitu-ref the hot gases and the heavlfit rious objects
within the tunnel. This information can bei edt16Eassess the risk to materials'thvt are commonly
transported by rail. V A
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2 Technical Approach

In cooperation with the fire protection engineering community, a numerical fire model",FifeD
namics Simulator (FDS), is being developed at NIST to study fire behavior and to'evaluate the
performance of fire protection systems in buildings. Version 2 of FDS was publcl released in
December 2001 [2, 3]. The model is based on the low Mach number form of hNir-Stokes
equations and uses a large eddy simulation (LES) technique to represent unresolvedIs'ub-grid
scale motion. The fire is modeled by solving a transport equation for the conserved scalar iiantity
known as the mixture fraction, a linear combination of the fuel and oxygen that indicates the nma'ss;'
fraction of the gas originating as fuel. The advantage of the mixture[action'approach is that allof
the species transport equations are combined into one, reducingJthe computational cost. Thermal
radiation is modeled by solving the radiative transport equatin -for a non-scattering gray gas using
what is known as the Finite Volume Method [4]. G o i <

Improvements have been made to FDS version 2 to extendits range of application to include the
long tunnel geometry and the under-ventilated fire conditions.The rmost important improvement
for this problem is the addition of a multiblock meshing schem& Originally, the FDS algorithm
solved the fluid dynamic equations on a single rectangular uniform meshtat spanned the volume
of interest. The problem with this approach is that too much computtioiial timeis wasted in
regions that do not necessarily require high resolution. For example, whexisimhating the fire
and smoke movement in a long tunnel, onlythregionnearAhe fire needs to b c9vered with a fine
numerical grid. The rest of the tunnel need nt hay ee grid. The use multiple numerical
grids of various spatial sizes allows the comp~iational dmitb nfd to accommodate the
entire length of the tunnel, but still retain high ccuracy ijear the fies V

The calculations to be discussed solve the mas 4imentumand energy conservation equations
on a computational grid'wliose cells on the order of -15 cm to 30 cm (6 in to 1 ft) near the fire source.
A coarse mesh isusedf hek~from the fire whereit is not as important to capture the detailed
mixing of fuel ahnd oxygen. The objective of the calc&ulations is to estimate the temperatures within
the tunnel dfaid-the heat flux'io surrounding objectsi.Rs a check on the numerical algorithm,
several fire eipeiments for which temperature measurements are available have been simulated
first to ensure that the nurnehc;alndeIlis-workifig properly, and that the chosen numerical grid is
adequate.

,Further details on thie numerical model may be found in the Appendix. A complete description
of the umenrical model can -be found at the web site

http://fire st .govls

Na >9§
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3 Model Validation Studies

Two sets of calculations are included in this section to demonstrate the capabilities of theFDS
model. The first set of calculations was performed to validate the model's ability~to&redict the
movement of smoke and hot gases from a fire in a relatively large, open building. They are included
here as an example of how the model is often used in practice by fire protection' enhginieers. The
FDS model is used by hundreds of engineers around the world, who constantly validate it for use
in a wide variety of problems. These validation exercises raise the level of confidence in a'plying
the model to fire scenarios that are different than those commonly seenifiresidential or industrial
settings.

The geometry of the second validation exercise is directly reled to the present study. It corn
pares calculations to measurements for a set of fire experimets performed in a decommissioned
highway tunnel in West Virginia. Although the tunnel is *ligitly larger in crosssection than the X
Howard Street Tunnel, the temperatures measured during t e etexperimen& should not be signifi-
cantly different than those experienced during the Howard Str&t Tunnel fire, and provide a useful
check on the simulations to be performed for the current study. ,

3.1 Fire Model Evaluation for Nuclear Power Plant Applications'

FDS has recently been applied to a series of benchmark-fire tests performed as part of the Inter-
national Collaborative Project to Evaluate Firae Modelsfeoi earower Plant Applications [5].
The tests analyzed were designated as Benchmark Exercise #2.T:ehe Fire experiments were per-
formed in a large fire test hall. In each, a poolof heptaiii was buifefdr about 5 minutes, during
which time gas temperatures were measured inythrevevvertical arrays and at two points within the
fire plume. The hatl :wa97Yim (89 ft) long, 14 m (45 ft) wide and 19 m (62 ft) high with a sloped
ceiling, an exhaust duct, andseveral doors opening near its base. The fire size and ventilation
configurations cangediero test to test. '-'4 S

Figure Air ws the geometry of the test hall and t layout of the various numerical grids used
in the sim airThe finest dsurrounding the fire is 4 m by 4 m by 10 m high, with grid cells
13 cm on a sid:Fiv otherfseparate9 g&sru to cover the rest of the space at a resolution of
40 cm. Within e\ih =ndthe cells Ire i in size. In all, 216,000 grid cells are used in the
calculation. Ten minuteofreal time are simulated. Some simplifications to the geometry include
ezmakingu the urner andte exhaust duct square rather than round, and approximating the sloped
ceiling a<'a s6nets of stair step.s Bea•use boundary layer effects were not considered important,
these approximations did not impact the final results. Otherwise, everything else is as specified in
the problem descri'pon. Heptanie (C7 H1 6 ) is used as a fuel. Temperature and velocity predictions
are recorded at allof the specified locations.

The results ofthe calculations agree well with the measurements. An example of the results is
shown in Fig. 2. ,The predicted temperatures at the 5 upper thermocouple locations in each array
are~within 10 'C of the measured temperatures. The lower 5 temperature locations show good
Agreement as,,well, with the greatest difference being for the lowest two thermocouples, which
undei-predict the measured temperatures by about 10 'C. Given slightly higher temperatures in the
upper Iayeri it is not surprising to see slightly lower temperatures somewhere else since the model
conserves energy. The model assumes that there is no air movement in the hall except for that
induced by the fire or the ventilation system, thus one would expect for the level of mixing to be
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FIGURE 1: Geometry of the fire test hall, showing the various numerical grids used' in the calculations.



slightly under-predicted.
The results of this exercise are very favorable. The numerical model works very well'in-7situ-

ations where the heat release rate is known, and the fire has an adequate supply of oxygen, as in
these tests. When the heat release rate is not known, and when the fire is not freet burn at its
peak rate because of oxygen limitations, the results are subject to greater uncertain y,-as in the next
example.

3.2 Memorial Tunnel Fire Ventilation Test Program <

The second validation exercise of the model involves one of a seiies of tunnel fire expenme
conducted in a decommissioned highway tunnel in West Virginia from 1993 to 1995 [6]. The
tunnel is 853 m (2,800 ft) long with a 7.9 m (26 ft) ceiling feight, a 3.2 % upgrade, and a semi-
circular ceiling (see Fig. 3). A series of fire tests was condted by Parsons Bnrickerhoff in which
various fire sizes and ventilation schemes were used.-Ofii6stielevance'to the Howard Street
Tunnel fire were tests with fire sizes of 20 MW and 50 MW anral ventilation. The fuel
for the tests was No. 2 fuel oil poured on top of water in large pars.The fuel surface was about
0.6 m (2 ft) off the floor of the tunnel. The burning rate of fuel was nomonitored during the tests.
Instead, the pan size was chosen so that the burning rate would be approxirnateyhat was desired
based on measured burning rates of the ft~l2 r -

The temperatures recorded near the ceilifioffthatuinel directly over the fire during the 20 MW
and 50 MW tests are considerably different. i~Fr the 20 MWJ tesTthe gas temperature over the fire
reached approximately 300 'C (600 0F), wh$feas for th&`50'MWJt'eshe temperature reached
approximately 800 'C (1,500 0F) during theI5 min rbum period.> %The measured temperatures

V.

within the fire itself were similar in both tests.
For the 20 MW firX'Fijgbres 4 and 5 show temperature contours along a vertical centerline

plane at times of 15`aiid 64 :iniiutes past ignition of the fuel for both the experiments and the
simulations. The tunnel has a 32 % upgrade (Howard Street Tunnel has a 0.8 % upgrade), which
accounts forthe smoke and heat moving to the left (uphill). Peak temperatures above the fire were
measured%6to b"ef6ut 320 OC1'600F). The numerical simulation was conducted with a numerical
grid whose cels ai'&oi xthe der!6f-30 cfl(ft) for covering a 130 m (425 ft) section of the tunnel
surrounding the fire",pan. The peaki t iatures agree to within 50 OC. At the uphill end of the
tunnel; the simulationi-under-estimates the extent of the lower temperature contours. For example,
inr4 hFig-.5, t200 F conoufi- ktends half way to the Fan Room over the left opening of the tunnel,

A_ whereas inthe numerical simin'latfoii,<this same temperature contour only extends about a quarter
d/ of the way. T W-eason for thiference is that the simulation employs coarser numerical grids at
the ends of the tunnel since the objective of the calculations is to predict the thermal enviroment
within 100 m of thde'fire.

For the 50 MWIfire, Figures 6 and 7 show temperature contours along a vertical centerline
plane at times of 3'*and 14 minutes past ignition of the fuel for both the experiments and the

ksimrulations. Peak temperatures above the fire were measured to be about 800 'C (1,500 0F) in the
first feivkminutei, decreasing to about 700 0C (1,300 OF) after 14 min. The slight reduction in peak
temperatifrsmost likely is due to the underventilated environment in the upper layer of the tunnel
whicltteSticts the fuel from burning close to the ceiling. The peak temperatures are captured to
within45O 'C. At the uphill end of the tunnel, the simulation under-estimates the extent of the lower
temperature contours. For example, in Fig. 7, the 200 0F contour extends to the Fan Room over the
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FIGURE 3. Cross section of Memorial Tunnel, West Virginia, reprinted from Reference [6].
Note that all lengths are reported in units of feet and inches. The height of the tunnel is 7.9 m
(26 ft); its width is 8.8 m. (29 ft). The tunnel walls and ceiling are constructed of concrete.
In comparison, the Howard Street Tunnel in Baltimore is approximately 6.7 m (22 ft) high,
8.2 m (27 ft) wide, and lined with brick. 7
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FIGURE 4: Temperatures along the centerline vertical plane during the 20 MW, unven~lated fire test performed as part of the
Memorial Tunnel Fire Ventilation Test Program. Shown are the temperatures5 minutesgiist ignition !ThVe colored contours arc
at increments of 60 'F, starting at 60 'F The red contours denote regions in excess of 300 'C(600 -F). The tunnel is not shown to
scale. The tunnel slopes upwards from right to left.
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FIGURE 5: Temperatures along the centerline vertical plane during the 20 MW unentilated fire test,
Memorial Tunnel Fire Ventilation Test Program. Shown are the temptratures inutes 'past ignition.
at increments of 60 'F, starting at 60 'F The red contours denote regions inexcess of 300 0C)(600 'F). I
scale. The tunnel slopes upwards from right to left.
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left opening of the tunnel, whereas in the numerical simulation, this same temperature contour only
extends about two-thirds of the way. The reason for this difference is that the simulation employs
coarser numerical grids at the ends of the tunnel since the objective of the calculations s to predict
with as much accuracy as possible the thermal enviroment within 100 m of the fire.X
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Memorial Tunnel Fire Ventilation Test Program. Shown are the temperatures 14 minutespast ignition.,Theecolored contours
are at increments of 100 'F, starting at 100 'F, The red contours denote regions in excess of,600 0 C (1,100 'F).jhe tunnel is not
shown to scale. The tunnel slopes upwards from right to left. i N
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4 Howard Street Tunnel Fire Simulation Parameters

The comparison of the Memorial Tunnel Fire Test results with those of FDS validates the use of the
model for the Howard Street Tunnel fire. In this section, we will discuss the various {model inputs,
with an emphasis on the similarities and differences between the Howard Stree(arid:Memorial
Tunnel fires. Information about the accident has been provided by the NationaIlN~rahsporation
Safety Board in the form of photographs of the scene and sketches of the tunnels, Figs8 aiid 9.'

The overall geometry of the Memorial and Howard Street Tunnels is slimilar. Both have barrel-
shaped roofs, both are relatively small in cross-sectional area. The height 6f the Memorial Tunnel is
7.9 m (26 ft); its width is 8.8 m (29 ft). In comparison, the Howard'tieet Ttinnel is approximately ?
6.7 m (22 ft) high, 8.2 m (27 ft) wide, although these dimensions vary over the length of the tunnel ;
In the vicinity of the fire, the Howard Street Tunnel is 6.4 rn (2 1.0 ft) high and 9.9 m (32.5 ft) wide. W

The Memorial Tunnel is 850 m (2,800 ft, 0.53 mi) long'$wfereas the Ho' rd.Street Tunnel is t

2,650 m (8,700 ft, 1.65 mi) long. The Memorial Tunnel hasA-3.2 -% upgrade; the Howard Street
Tunnel has a 0.8 % upgrade in the section of the tunnel where the fire occurred. The 0.8 % upgrade
persists until the north (Mount Royal) exit (see Fig. 9).

The rail cars in the tunnel were assumed to be solid blocks 3.0 m (10 ft) wide and 4.0 m (13 ft)
high with 1.0 m (3 ft) of void space beneath to represent the undercirage"Most of the cars
were centered in the tunnel, but several 6f thederailed cars were offset bated o he diagram of
the accident scene provided by the NTSB. Tec'hsimulation servedaargets of thermal
radiation and obstructions limiting the airflow to the'efireS'Secific damage to the cars was not
included in the simulations.

The fire in the Howard Street Tunnel was initiavifiieled by spilled tripropylene. This liquid
was assumed to consist mainly of nonene (C9Hlg molecular weight 126 g/mol). Ideally, nonene
burns according to the i-on

A/'4' 2C9 H 18 +270 2 -4 18CO2 >+18H 2 0 (1)

The heat of combustion for the reaction is ideally 44,300 kJ/kg, but is less in under-ventilated en-
vironments, wre odctionfootandCO(among many other by-products of incomplete
combustion) is s~ubstantialMeastitremis ffih exhaust gases from fully-involved room fire ex-
periments-show that yields2 of soot and CO are on the order of 0.2, although no data is available

,,specificaiy for tripropylene/nonene [7]. The conversion of the carbon in the fuel into soot and CO,
rtherh t han CO2 reduces t heat of c6mbustion from its ideal value.

Auff The poolhof tripropylene\"as-as'sumed to evaporate with a heat of vaporization of 300 kJ/kg
and a boiling temperature of 13i'0C [8]. The calculations were relatively insensitive to the exact
value of these parameters because the fire was oxygen-limited. In other words, the fuel evaporated
readily in the hot tninel; there was more fuel vapor than there was oxygen to bum it. Changing the

Amheat of vaporizationmand boiling temperature had little effect on the final results. More discussion
of these types ofpiarameter sensitivities can be found in the Analysis and Discussion (Section 6).

~>-tThe tunnelwtas assumed to be lined with a meter-thick layer of brick. The number of courses
(lOay&fs)of brnk varied between 8 (36 in, 0.9 m) in the vicinity of the fire, and 5 (22.5 in, 0.6 m)

1These Iketches may be difficult to read in printed form. The electronic version of the report contains the original
images.that can be enlarged to show detail.

2The yield of a combustion product is the mass of the product produced per unit mass of fuel burned
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north of the fire area. The properties of the brick were assumed as follows: thermal conductiv-
ity 0.7 W/mIK, specific heat 835 J/kg/K, density 1,920 kg/rn3 [9]. There is a range of-thermal
properties for brick. The values cited here are in the middle of the range. The effects varig
the properties will be discussed in Section 6. Because of the long burn time of the Howard Street
Tunnel fire, the simulations were carried out for as long as it was necessary to achieve a relatively
constant wall surface temperature. Once all of the solid surfaces within thet ne(tiffifiel wall,
train car steel walls) heated up to steady-state, it was assumed that the gaste jperature'wouild also
remain steady. \K.

There is a fair amount of uncertainty as to how large a spill areav. ireated followinbthe
rupture of the tank car carrying the tripropylene. It was reported byte NTSB that the tripropyleine<'
spilled from a 3 inch (7.6 cm) hole near the bottom of the cylindrical tank [1]. The initial flow rate s v

from the hole was estimated via the relation

V=CA (2)

where C is an orifice coefficient, equal to about 0.7, A is the area the hole, AP is essentially
the pressure near the bottom of tank, andwp is the density of the liquidFromtis relation, it was
estimated that the fuel initially spilled at a-ra-t'eof approximately 2,000 L/min:(SO0gal/min). The
rate decreased over time as the pressure ate hole decreased, although it is possible that the heat
from the fire could have slowed the rate atnwhich the pressure :decreased y heating up the air
within the tank. In any event, we can conservatively braket t e quired for the car to empty
its contents from 1 to 3 hours.

The heat of combustion of tripropylene is about 44,300 kWlkg;'its density is 0.74 kg/L. If the
spilling fuel were tohfiaybiurned immediately upon its release without forming a pool, the heat
release rate of the1firewoi-dlhlave been about l,~'000 MW. Rough calculations were performed
initially that indicated that a fire of this size could not have been sustained in the tunnel due to the
lack of sufficint oxygen to consume the fuel. Thusws assumed that the spilling tripropylene
soaked into-th'broiughly 1 ft (30 cm) layer of ballasr (fist-sized rocks) between and below the ties
of the railroad~racks AT 1'.

Burning rates ofl iiqid fuels are'tpica6l Ji easured in deep obstruction-free pools. Because
bothrthe area and burningtrate of the fuel-soaked ballast are subject to considerable uncertainty, a
angerpf burnWareas and ratea had to be considered in the study. As a first estimate, the burn area wasv assumed to ve been 12 m82jjy)'ft25he burn area was increased from this size to determine the
sensitivity of he tunnel temp es to the size of the pool. The car carrying the tripropylene held
approximately 110,000 L (28;700 gal). The time required to burn this much fuel is proportional

14- i> to the burn area. Based on measurements of similar liquid hydrocarbon fuels burning in deep
'VS pools under fully-ntilated conditions [8], the peak burning rate of the tripropylene (nonene) per

,.unit area was estirrated to have been 0.06 kg/m2 /s or 0.08 Llm2/s (7 galfft2/h). Although the
' tripropylene didhnot necessarily form a deep pool, the estimate was applied to the burning rate of

fuel-s'oaked ballast. To simplify the analysis, rather than varying the area of the fuel bed and the
burning rate per unit area, the burning rate was assumed constant and the area varied.

Its`difficult to estimate how long the fire in the tunnel would have lasted for a number of
reasons. First, some of the fuel could have drained through grates in the floor of the tunnel. Second,
a considerable fraction of the fuel would have evaporated but not burned due to the high heat flux

16



to the fuel bed but low oxygen level in the tunnel. A tunnel fire is an example of a very inefficient
combustion system. Unlike in an efficient commercial furnace, the large amount of fuel andssmall
amount of oxygen lead to a substantial increase in the production of soot (black smok6),icrbain
monoxide, unburned fuel, and various other products of incomplete combustion. Hi

Complicating the estimate of the burn time is the fact that at 6:19 pm, 3 hours-ifter the fire
started, a water main crossing just below the tunnel ceiling and running perpendidular'to the tunnel
at Lombard Street, ruptured, and water poured into the tunnel. Estimates,6f1the amount:fwater
spilled vary, but it was substantial. It was observed that water filled the lihtersection of Hard
and Lombard Streets to a depth of about 1 ft (30 cm). The water ha~ia'asuignificant effect on the
fire below because at 6:58 pm, 39 min after the pipe ruptured, Baltimore County Fire DepartmentX m e
officials commented that there was a noticable change in the colofr of the smoke pouring from the"K
Mount Royal portal, from "opaque black to steam white." Preliminary calculations showed that the
velocity of the smoke and hot gases near the ceiling of the tunnel flowing towiids the Mount Royal 47
portal was on the order of 1 m/s (3 ft/s, 2 mi/h). At this rat6;-tit would have taken on the order of
30 min for the smoke to have traversed the 1,900 m (6,300 ft) beiween Lombard Street and Mount
Royal. Because some time would have been required for the water 'affect the fire, plus a weaker
fire would not have driven the smoke as quickly, the appearance of witer'smoke approximately
40 min after the pipe rupture can be attributed directly to the introduction a f'a-substantial amount
of water into the tunnel near the fire.

It is not known to what extent the wateri esdt d thsize of the fire. NTSB interviews indicate
that when fire fighters were able to approaclithe tripropylene car,1l2hours a'ter the fire started, it
was not burning. It can thus be assumed that the fire burneiififldstth for 3 hours, potentially
burned for several more hours but at a reduced ate due ito the introdiiction of water, and exhausted
itself either due to a lack of fuel or extinguish"'einftby water afterf12 hours. Smouldering fires
continued in the closed boxicars for several days during which time emergency responders pulled
the cars from the tnine1l. m t f

The calculations to be discussed next simulate the first half hour of the fire. The predicted gas
and surfacefemiperatures reach a steady-state in this` amount of time, allowing for an assessment
of the therihli environment fo tthe time period before the water main break.
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5 Calculation Results

Shown in Fig. 11 are vertical centerline temperature contours at two stages during theimuiated
fire in the Howard Street Tunnel. Initially, the fire would have been adequately vehiilated; that
is, it would see a supply of oxygen comparable to burning outside of an enclo/ireti However,
as the tunnel filled with smoke and other combustion products, the fire became oxe limited,
especially on the up-slope side of the fire. (see Fig. 10). Eventually, theair movementiwithin
the tunnel was primarily in the direction towards the north end of the, ituhiil (to the right-fi the
figures), and the fire became anchored to the upwind side of the fuelpj6l.,,Such an effect was 'als8o'-
observed in the Memorial Tunnel experiment, where the air flow at the lower end of the tunIe1 .
was uni-directional inwards. Since the incoming air carries thencessary oxygen for the fire, theA'
flames met the incoming oxygen at the upwind side of the naol. Where the 'flames stabilized is
where the highest temperatures were predicted.

Shown in Fig. 12 are vertical centerline oxygen concentration contours at various stages during
N9

the simulated fire. The oxygen concentration uphill of the fire is Aclse to zero, indicating that
little oxygen is able to reach the fire from the Mount Royal portal ,

The segment of the tunnel shown is a small fraction of the overall length. The entire tunnel
volume was included in the calculation sothat the mixing of fresh ai~ and hot smoke along the
entire tunnel length could be simulated. Temixing process dictates where the boundary between
the hot upper layer and cooler lower layer~vill be located.-This is an important finding because
train cars that were pulled from the tunnel a few days aftere initial derailmeint show discoloration
above a height of a few meters. The level at which the di616ifationfbegius varies, depending on
how far from the fire the car was. Photos of some tank cars shorwdaffiage roughly two-thirds of
the way up the height of the car, while some boxcars show damagestarting about one-third of the
way up. See Figs. 1•16

The extent ofthe damage objects within the tunnel is a function of the gas temperature
surrounding the'object andlthe radiative heat flux to theobject from nearby hot objects or fire.
Typically, objects closer to thejgound are subjected tofiess direct heating from hot gases, but they
do absorb"diafint energy frori the hotter gas layer above. For the simulations of the Howard Street

ATunnel fire, the ternperaturat'f' edicted at the tunnel ceiling and floor to bracket
the range of temperature:id In he tfixtohi h objects in the tunnel would be exposed. The re-
sults indicate that surfaicesthat were exposed to direct flame impingement were subjected to heat

flurx'esuin a'rEahnge from 100 kW/m2 to 150 kW/m2. These surfaces would include the tunnel ceil-
,4"' ing above -the fire, and the 'sidesbofjthe rail cars directly within the fire. This magnitude of heat

flux has been measured at Safidii National Laboratories in fire experiments involving large ob-
/ jects suspended large, openihydrocarbon pool fires [10]. Surfaces that were exposed to the hot,
t smoke-laden gas sflowing near the tunnel ceiling, like the tops of the rail cars, saw heat fluxes in

* the range of 40 kW/iii 2 to 80 kW/m2, depending on the proximity to the fire. Ultimately, the steel
rail cars heated up to a temperature very near the gas temperature. After the tripropylene had been
consumed, the clos'ed rail cars containing smouldering paper products probably maintained a tem-
perature on theorder of 300 'C (570 'F), consistent with the temperature at which paper undergoes
therii Aldegreadation into pyrolyzates. The basis of this speculation is the fact that several cars burst
into ames when they were opened up in the course of extinguishing the smouldering materials
insidef The introduction of oxygen to the closed cars caused the transition from smouldering to
flaming combustion.
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FIGURE 10: Fire in the tunnel within about 15 min of ignition (top) and after an hour (bottom).
Royal portal, or uphill. As oxygen becomes limited, burning is curtailed on the uphill side of the
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6 Analysis and Discussion

In this section, we will analyze the results of the calculatifi'spresented, ard consider the uncer-
tainty of the results by varying the most sensitive input parars jo the Fibdel. The first question
to consider is how fast was the tripropylene consumed, next, Nh a - the temperatures of the
brick walls and steel rail cars, and finally, how would these findings e if the input parameters
were varied. This is how most fire analysis is done - how much energyisiproduced, and where
does this energy go?

6.1 Burning Rate ON

A fire requires fuel, oxygen and a source of heit to sustain itselfkJn ,a_.'&nfined space, it is usually
oxygen that is in short supply, thus the namegiven tothese types of fires is "oxygen-limited."
The size of the Howard-Street Tunnel fire was limited to about 0 MW based on the various
calculations that weree d. In some calculations, only the pool area was specified, and the
fuel was allowed e ra sed on the therL a.heat flux impinging on the fuel surface. In
others, a fixed Iieat release raie.'hs used based on the- estimated size of the pool and the properties
of the fuel.lii both cases, the at release rate was about 50 MW. Often more fuel vaporizes than is
actually burnred in xygen limited firesandeven thefuel that is consumed is not burned efficiently,
hence the black smoke., '

From the estimnte&dheat release rate of tse fire, we can estimate the amount of oxygen (and
air)iliatreached the firefrom outside the tunnel. Figure 13 is a schematic diagram showing how
srn6&e ~frvesh gair mix along the interface between the hot upper layer of smoke and cool lower
layer of freshair.l Given thatithe tunnel is approximately 2.7 km (1.7 mi) in length, much of the
fresh air that efitered the tunnefng the fire was mixed with the exiting smoke and never reached
the fire. Given thatmost hydrocarbon fires (including tripropylene) consume oxygen at a rate of
13,000 kJ/kg, a 50,000 kW fire would consume oxygen at a rate of about 4 kg/s. The volume of

,>air required to provide this amount of oxygen is about 14 m3/s (30,000 cfm). Because the tunnel
-lacked a ventilati n system, the fire could not burn fuel at a greater rate than it did because of
wxygen limitations.

AA
3T6 put this number in perspective, 50 MW (or 50,000 kW) is roughly the heat release rate of a small house fire.
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6.2 Parameter Study

Throughout the course of the investigation into the thermal environment of the Howard Street-TUin-
nel fire, several dozen simulations were performed based on descriptions of the train;the tunnel,
and the fuel spill. An examination of photographs taken by the NTSB during and `after the inci-
dent helped to narrow down the range of potential fire scenarios. The calculations showed small
variations in results, but nothing that would significantly affect the overall co•iMsioinis';,:`-i Ad

The most important quantity in any fire analysis is the heat releaselr 4 of the fireG In fact,
the focus of fire modeling is to predict how the energy from the fire s dibs uted throughoutth&,
volume of interest. As was discussed above, the fire in the HowardeStref Tunnel was most likelyl. 1%+ ,
oxygen-limited, that is, the heat release rate of the fire was constrined by the supply of oxygen
not fuel, which is usually the case with large fires in enclosu es In the calculations, the size of \

the pool of liquid fuel was varied, the parameters governing the evaporation process were varied, /e
and various fixed fuel evaporation rates were prescribed.JnLal. cases, the hlat release rate of the
fire was about 50 MW or less. The unburned fuel gases were fixedin wit the exhaust gases and
vented out the tunnel exits without having burned.

Given that the peak heat release rate of the fire was about 50 the next issue to consider
is how much of that energy was absorbed by the tunnel walls, and6how-much was lost to the
atmosphere via the black smoke. Given t&ielength of the tunnel, most of thefireX' energy was
absorbed by the walls. The temperature of he si'k6'eaxiting the tunnel at both was very nearly
ambient, based on the results of the calculatibnis. Since the tunnelwalls were absorbing the heat, the
thermal properties of the brick was an important consideraition-Ma'i&is sources in the heat transfer
and fire literature [9, l 1] report the thermal conductivity'of bri ange between 0.5 W/m/K to
1.0 W/mIK, the density 1,500 kg/m3 to 3,000 ligim3,he specific heit 0.8 kJ/kg/K to 1.0 kJ/kg/K.
Because the brick usedpin-the Howard Street Tue is difficult to characterize, calculations were
performed using a'range gf thermal properties f6r.the brick walls to determine what effect this
would have onmhe final tp res within the tfifinel. The baseline calculation was run with
a thermal coniductivity of 0.im/K. Calculationstivith values of 0.45 W/mIK and 1.0 Wlm/K
were run to~h~ic the sensiti ity of the results. The peak surface temperature at the ceiling for the
baseline case was apprity 0 0C (1,3 F), whereas when the lower value of the thermal
conductivity was used the e as approximately 800 'C (1,500 'F). When the
higher value of conductivi y was used, the peak temperature was approximately 600 'C (1,100 'F).

,IGtisdxpectd that a moreiconductive wall lining would be less hot than a more insulating lining
in conductive lningc nducts heat at a greater rate. Note that these temperatures

are being robndedloff to the nearest hundred degrees Celsius to indicate that the location of the
hottest point on the tunnel ceiling shifts with the fire. These temperatures were predicted where

( ~flames were simulated to have impinged on the ceiling. The intent of this study is to gauge the
sensitivity of the simulation results to the input parameters.

One additional sensitivity study was performed simply as a result of varying the geometry
kof the tunnel and'tain cars contained within the tunnel as more detailed information was made

availdble. The original simulations of the fire were performed under the assumption that the tunnel
wasoinally6.1 m (20 ft) high and 9.1 m (30 ft) wide. The cars were assumed to be solid blocks
3.0 m(101 ft) wide and 4.0 m (13 ft) high with 1.0 m (3 ft) of void space beneath to represent the
undercarnage. Most of the cars were centered in the tunnel, but several of the derailed cars were
offse based on the diagram of the accident scene provided by the NTSB. The cars in the simulation
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served as targets of thermal radiation and obstructions limiting the airflow to the fire. Specific
damage to the cars was not included in the simulations. Throughout the study, the car dimersions
remained the same, but the tunnel dimensions were varied based on information provided byI7tle
NTSB. In the vicinity of the fire, the actual dimensions of the tunnel are 9.9 m (32:5ft) wide by
6.4 m (21.0 ft) high. The section of the tunnel north of the accident is approximate@ 8.2 m (27 ft)
wide by 6.7 m (22 ft) high. Because of resolution limits of the numerical gride wid 8.2 m
(27 ft) and a height of 7.3 m (24 ft) was used for most of the simulations was found t the
variations in tunnel width and height had no measurable effect on the results of the study

dIt
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7 Conchlusion

The Howard Street Tunnel fire in Baltimore in July, 2001, has been modeled using th D
namics Simulator, a computational fluid dynamics fire model developed by the National Institute
of Standards and Technology. The objective of the calculations has been to quantithe peak gas
and surface temperatures that were likely reached during a several hour period in vhich ipool of
spilled tripropylene burned. As a validation of the numerical model, several fire testsconducted
in a decommissioned highway tunnel in West Virginia were simulated,kWith peak temrtatures
between experiment and model agreeing within about 50 CC (90 0 F).-Z

The simulations of the Howard Street Tunnel fire address the-behavior of the fire from 1ts7KA.
ignition until the rupture of a water main 3 hours later. The simulations suggest that during this 3
time period the fire was oxygen-limited, that is, the heat Lreease rate of thle'fire was limited to
about 50 MW by the amount of oxygen that could reach'lfifire. During thisitime, some of the .'
spilled tripropylene evaporated but could not burn for lacEk oNfytgen, and some drained off through
grates in the tunnel floor. The exact distribution of the fuel is hard'.o predict, thus predicting the
duration of the fire, with or without the rupturing of the water miiSwould be difficult. Between
3 and 12 hours after ignition, the tripropylene fire self-extinguishe either due to a lack of fuel
or suppression by water. Beyond 12 hours, the combustible products withii the closed box cars
continued to smoulder for several days, butatatevmperatures far less than t ced during
the flaming combustion ofthe liquid fuet. durin

The peak calculated temperatures withini the tMifreldiring4the first three hours (before the
water main rupture) were approximately 1,000' 0C (1,800:^F).withinithe flaming regions or about
half of the length of a rail car, and approximately 500 'C (900 OfW 'over a length of the tunnel
equal to the length of three to four rail cars. Because of the insulation provided by the thick brick
walls of the tunnel, the temperatures within a feW`car lengths of the fire were relatively uniform,
consistent with W&C65ne 6udexpect to find in an oven or furnace. According to the calculations,
the peak calculated wall suffac6 temperature reached about 800 'C (1,500 'F) where the flames
were directly impinging, and 00 °C (750 'F) over tength of three to four rail cars. The steel
temperatuoftherail cars Would be expected to besimilar to the surrounding gas temperature
because of t conductivity of steel.
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A Numerical Method

The Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) is publicly available software maintained by th&1Naii6nal
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). It can be downloaded from the web sibt

http://fire.nist.gov/fds

The numerical method used in FDS is documented in Reference [2], and instructw to
use the model are given in Reference [3]. As of the publication of this rpo the released version
of FDS is 2.0. Some of the physical mechanisms discussed below need fthis project will be
available in the next release of FDS.

A.1 Conservation Equations v

An approximate form of the Navier-Stokes equations approp atefor low Mch number applica-
tions is used in the model. The approximation involves the filtering outof acoustic waves while
allowing for large variations in temperature and density [12]. Thisgivds~the equations an elliptic
character, consistent with low speed, thermal convective processes. To hfidle sub-grid scale con-
vective motion, a large eddy simulation .LES) technique is used in w'iiciihj lejarge-scale eddies
are computed directly and the sub-grid scWediksipative processes are modeled 1"'

Consider the conservation equations of massiinomentum and energy for a th'hally-expandable,
multi-component mixture of ideal gases [12] >h". ok

Conservation of Mass

H i + (3)
/.,0

Conservation of -S)pecies X

A &(pyD+ V Plu VvpD) I VYI + TV,". (4)

Conservation of Moment u 4

t uV)u +VP pg+f+Vt (5)

/ Conservation ofEnergy ¾

+V - =q -V-qr+V.kVT+V.Yhi(pD)IVYI (6)

X Note that thexteal force on the fluid, represented by the term f in Eq. (5), consists of the drag
Exerted by the oildroplets. The energy driving the system is represented by the heat release rate
xq`in7Eq. (6).4The term Dp/Dt = )p/at + u Vp is a material derivative.

'Thieicondervation equations are supplemented by an equation of state relating the thermody-
namic quantities density, pressure and enthalpy; p, p and h. The pressure is decomposed into three
comppnents

P = Po- Pgz + p (7)
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The first term on the right hand side is the "background" pressure, the second is the hydrostatic
contribution, and the third is the flow-induced perturbation pressure. For most applications;.po
is constant. However, if the enclosure is tightly sealed, po is allowed to increase (or'decrease)
with time as the pressure within the enclosure rises due to thermal expansion or falls ue to forced
ventilation. Also, if the height of the domain is on the order of a kilometer, po'caniiolonger be
assumed constant and must be considered a function of the altitude [13].

The purpose of decomposing the pressure is that for low-Mach number flows, it can be assumed
that the temperature and density are inversely proportional, and thus thequation of statescan be
approximated [12] N G

PO = pTff:(Yi/Mi) = pTR/Mk (8) ;0.>.X7Am

The pressure p in the state and energy equations is replaced by the background pressure po to
filter out sound waves that travel at speeds that are much faster than typical flow speeds expected A

in fire applications. The low Mach number assumption s'errves two purposes1 First,>the filtering of
acoustic waves means that the time step in the numerical algorithm is bound only by the flow speed
as opposed to the speed of sound, and second, the modified state qion leads to a reduction in
the number of dependent variables in the system of equations by oiie. The energy equation (6) is
never explicitly solved, but its source terms are included in the expresinfonr the flow divergence,
an important quantity in the analysis to follow.-Zt Eat

A.2 Combustion i

The mixture fraction combustion model is based on the 'assuhiptionfthat large-scale convective
and radiative transport phenomena can be simulated directly, but p}isical processes occurring at
small length and time scales must be represented in an approxinmte manner. The nature of the
approximations empjoyl`d~aretnecessarily a function of the spatial and temporal resolution limits
of the computation, as wellasouricurrent (often limited) understanding of the phenomena involved.

The actu chemical rate processes that control tehcombustion energy release are often un-
known insnre scenanos. Even if they were known; the spatial and temporal resolution limits
imposed by both present and foreseeable computereresources places a detailed description of com-
bustion processesby ndeachThemodel adopted here is based on the assumption that the
combustion is mixingqcon'trolled. This implies that all species of interest can be described in terms
of a)mxtur fraction Z( t) Jhe mixture fraction is a conserved quantity representing the fraction

Xo f ma eriAa given point tatoriginated as fuel. The relations between the mass fraction of each
species andth e"mixture fraction 're known as "state relations". The state relation for the oxygen

/ mass fraction pirovides the inf6rfnation needed to calculate the local oxygen mass consumption
( - rate. The form of the state relation that emerges from classical laminar diffusion flame theory is a

piecewise linear function. This leads to a "flame sheet" model, where the flame is a two dimen-
.sional surface embedded in a three dimensional space. The local heat release rate is computed
from the local oxygen consumption rate at the flame surface, assuming that the heat release rate

M dir'ectly proportional to the oxygen consumption rate, independent of the fuel involved. This
re ati6norigihally proposed by Huggett [14], is the basis of oxygen calorimetry.

Start"with the most general form of the combustion reaction

VF Fuel +vo 02 v*pi Products (9)
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The numbers v, are the stoichiometric coefficients for the overall combustion process that reacts
fuel "F" with oxygen "O" to produce a number of products "P". The stoichiometric equation (9)
implies that the mass consumption rates for fuel and oxidizer are related as follows:

(10)
VFMF VOM'

The mixture fraction Z is defined as:

Z= SYF (YO-Y;) . voMo ('s)

sYF+Yo VFMF

By design, it varies from Z = 1 in a region containing only futo 7 0 where the oxygen mass
fraction takes on its undepleted ambient value, Yb'. Note, 4 Yl is the fractionbf fuel in the fuel 2
stream. The quantities MF and MO are the fuel and oxygeim 'olecular weights, respectively. The
mixture fraction satisfies the conservation law

DZ
PD =V- pDVZ (12)

obtained from a linear combination of thei'el and oxygen conservation equ Tins.lhre assumption
that the chemistry is "fast" means that the recflon that consume fuel and ox"dizer'ccur so rapidly
that the fuel and oxidizer cannot co-exist. The requirefient:that fuel and oxidizer simultaneously
vanish defines a flame surface as:

Z(X,t) =Zf A (13)

The assumption that- febladn'oxidizer cannot co exist leads to the "state relation" between the
oxygen mass frae~i6on 1o afnid247'-

(Z) Z Zf (14)

State relatio n an be derived by considering the following ideal
reaction of a hydroca el:

Cy/4) 4  6N 2) max(O,I-11) CxHy+min(l, j) x C0 2 +

g/ignin(1,T) (y/ 0 + max(O,rl-1) (x+y/4) 02 +ii(x+y/4)3.76N•15)

Here ri is a parameter rangingfrom 0 (all fuel with no oxygen) to infinity (all oxygen with no fuel).
A correspondence tween 11 and Z is obtained by applying the definition of Z (Eq. 11) to the

\ left hand side of E q(15). Mass fractions of the products of the infinitely fast reaction (including
xcss fuel or oxygen) can be obtained from the right hand side of Eq. (15). State relations for the

\idealreaction of nbnene and air is shown in Fig. 18.
An"_n for the local heat release rate can be derived from the conservation equations

and thate relation for oxygen. The starting point is Huggett's [14] relationship for the heat
release rate as a function of the oxygen consumption

4"' =AHO h' (16)
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(17)

can be equation
-oxygen Yo(Z).

W--V pDVZD d2°IVZ12* ~- pDVZ = pD 7jTIZ2 (18)

Aiocal oxygen consumption rate is particularly convenient to
liscontinuity of the derivative of Yo(Z) at Z = Zf. However,
Imption rate per unit area of flame sheet can be derived from

-_jfl = dYo
0 dZ Lzfz

pDVZ.n (19)

al algorithm, the local heat release rate is computed by first locating the flame sheet,
"g the local heat release rate per unit area, and finally distributing this energy to the
by the flame sheet. In this way, the ideal, infinitely thin flame sheet is smeared out
of a grid cell, consistent with all other gas phase quantities.over
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A.3 Thermal Radiation

The Radiative Transport Equation (RTE) for a non-scattering gas is

S -VIX(X, S) = iK(X, X) [Ib(X) -I(X, S)1 (20)

where Ix(x, s) is the radiation intensity at wavelength X, Ib(x) is the source term given Planck
function, s is the unit normal direction vector and ic(x) is the absorption c efficient. 'Thesource
term can be written as a fraction of the blackbody radiation

Ib=6T 4 X X2i'NZ
IN F.

where a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. In most large-scale fire scenarios soot is the most 8 ,

important combustion product controlling the thermal radia'ion from the fir'eand hot smoke. As
the radiation spectrum of soot is continuous, it is possibli6~oaasiirme that the behaves as a gray 4

medium. The spectral dependence is lumped into one absorption coIefficienft&For the calculation of
the gray gas absorption coefficient, K, a narrow-band model, RADCAL ti5], has been implemented
in FDS. At the start of a simulation the absorption coefficient is tabulated-as a function of mixture
fraction and temperature. During the simulation the local absorption c656ffiient is found by table-
lookup. t+ven

The boundary condition for the radiation inte~nsity leaving a gray diffuse Wlis given as

I, (s) =£IbiV + X/ (22)

where IJ(s) is the intensity at the wall, £ is the erihissiVitY, and IblV is tlfe black body intensity at the
wall.

The radiative transport-equation (20) is solveiusing techniques similar to those for convec-
tive transport infinite volufiiemethods for fluid figs [16], thus the name given to it is the Finite
Volume Method (FVM). To obtain the discretized foi-mof the RTE, the unit sphere is divided into
a finite nudtbei~bf solid angles."In each grid cell a iscretized equation is derived by integrating
equation (20) over-the cell zjk and theicontrol angle *?l, to obtain

ic(x) [Ib,.(x)-ln(x,s)] dVdK2 (23)

The v ntegral on hand side is replaced by a surface integral over the cell faces using
the diverg e rem. Assiinn t the radiation intensity I(x, s) is constant on each of the cell
faces, the surIaice Integral can be approximated by a sum over the cell faces.

The radiant hret flux vector q, is defined

qr(x) = J sI(xs) dQ (24)

h radiative loss term in the energy equation is

- -Vqr (x) = K(X) IU(x) -4'lIb(x)] ; U(x) = j I(x,s)da (25)

In words the net radiant energy gained by a grid cell is the difference between that which is
absorbed and that which is emitted.
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A.4 Convective Heat Transfer to Walls

The heat flux to a solid surface consists of gains and losses from convection and radiation'Y-The
radiative flux at the surface is obtained from the boundary condition for the radiatio equation,
Eq. (22).

The convective heat flux to the surface is obtained from a combination of&natural and forced
convection correlations

q" =haT W/m2  ; h=max 0, -. 037 Re3 Pr4 , (26
L

where AT is the difference between the wall and the gas temperature (taken at the center of the'C2;.t§7
grid cell abutting the wall), C is the coefficient for natural convection (1.43 for a horizontal surface
and 0.95 for a vertical surface) [17], L is a characteristicdnigth related to th of the physical .

obstruction, k is the thermal conductivity of the gas, anildith&eR yiolds Re~nd Prandtl Pr numbers
are based on the gas flowing past the obstruction. Since the Reydsumber is proportional to
the characteristic length, L, the heat transfer coefficient is weakly related to L. For this reason, L is
taken to be 1 m for most calculations.

If the surface material is assumed to-.be thernally-thick, a one dieoal heat conduction
equation for the material temperature, T,(x,'t)is applied in the direction xpointing into the air/solid
interface (x =0) A_

a Ts D2 T aT5  -9't 41z
p 'csT k, a0-J-=, k5 (O +) 4 tq m AH, (27)

where ps, c, and k5 are the.(constant) density specific heat and conductivity of the material; q"
is the convective and 'jis th&(net) radiative heat-flux at the surface, mI" is the mass loss rate if
burning is occurring, and AH, isrlthe heat of vaporization. It is assumed that fuel pyrolysis takes
place at the suiface, thus theheat required to vaporiie fuf is extracted from the incoming energy
flux.

hate aawhich liquid ueleeaporates when burning is a function of the liquid temperature
and the c tpo1 surface. Equilibrium is reached when the partial
pressure of the fue bove the s equals the Clausius-Clapeyron pressure

FhvMf (1 1
N p exp [ (s b](28)

a<k.where hv is the haof vaporization, M1 is the molecular weight, T5 is the surface temperature, and
F=< .-->OX Tb is the boiling temperature of the fuel [18].

t-Si~>;>^^For simplicity~ h liquid fuel itself is treated like a thermally-thick solid for the purpose of

+tYKf~omputing the heat conduction. There is no computation of the convection of the liquid wvithin theIIN
whr ,i he vp ste oeua eihT sth ufc emeaue n

2bi h oln eprtr ftefe ]
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